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CAPITA: DIGITALLY CONNECTING SCOTLAND’S PUBLIC SERVICES 

The Scottish Wide Area Network (SWAN) is one of the most significant single public sector ICT 

initiatives ever undertaken in Scotland. SWAN was set up to establish a single shared network and 

common ICT infrastructure across Scotland’s entire public sector. 

In 2014, Capita, together with Updata, part of Capita - was awarded the contract to build and run 

this new programme. Updata is the UK’s leading Network Integrator. By building and managing 

networks and services, they enable organisations to transform how they work by connecting people 

and systems to drive efficiencies. 

In the first 12 months after the contract was signed, over 2,800 sites (including schools, hospitals, 

GP surgeries, pharmacists and local council offices) were connected and a core network and 

operations centre constructed. Capita is currently working to reach 7,500 sites, delivering 

connections across the mainland and islands to some of the most geographically challenging areas in 

Scotland. 

The resulting network offers better connectivity, improved performance and faster speeds as well as 

delivering value for money for the Scottish taxpayer, as detailed in the £30m savings stated in the 

Scottish Government’s recently refreshed digital strategy. The outcomes for Scotland mean public 

bodies are more easily able to communicate with each other, share services and better serve Scottish 

citizens. 

SWAN allows all its customers to benefit from economies of scale as well as increasing productivity 

and collaboration. Key clients of SWAN include central government departments such as the Scottish 

Government, Scottish Qualification Agency, Historic Scotland and the Scottish Environmental 

Protection Agency, all 22 boards across NHS Scotland and 50 per cent of local authorities. 
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